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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, DHUBRI

GR NO. 3273/14
U/S 341/294/34 IPC

STATE OF ASSAM
                               -VS-

1) SAJEDA BIBI
2) ABDUR ROSHID 
3) KERAMAT ALI
4) BABUL SK
5) SERMOT ALI 

       ……  ACCUSED PERSONS

PRESENT:- SMTI. SANGITA HALOI, LL.M., A.J.S.
 JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS

DHUBRI

 FOR THE STATE:- MR. D. CHOUDHURY,
LEARNED A.P.P.

 FOR THE ACCUSED:- MR. K.H AHMED,
LEARNED ADVOCATE

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON :- 06/05/2019
ARGUMENT HEARD ON:-        06/05/2019
JUDGEMENT DELIVERED ON:-06/05/2019

JUDGMENT

1. In this case accused Sajeda Bibi and four others are facing trial for

the case filed by the informant Abdul Mannan, u/s 341/294/34 IPC.

2. The  brief  of  the  prosecution  story  as  revealed  from the  FIR  the

informant  and  the  accused  persons  had  some  altercations

pertaining to installation of  electricity  wire and as regard to that

matter on 14/09/13  at about 3.00 PM the accused persons scolded

the  nephew  of  the  informant  named  Akheruzzaman.  Later  the

matter was settled by the village neighbours. It is alleged in the FIR

that  on  15/09/2013  at  about  7.00  AM  while  the  informant  was

proceeding  towards  the  house  of  one  Ahdir  Ch.  Ray  for  making

payment  of  mortgage amount,  on  the  way  the  accused persons

being  equipped  with  lathi  restrained  him  and  committed  marpit

upon the  informant  and snatched away of  Rs.  40,000/-  from his

pocket. Hearing hue and cry, when the neighbouring people came to

the place of occurrence, the accused persons left the place. Hence
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the informant filed the case. 

3. On receipt of ejahar the case was forwarded to the O/C of Fakirganj

P.S to register the case under proper section of law, investigate the

case and submit the same in Final Form. After receiving the same

the O/C Fakirganj P.S registered the case vide Fakirganj P.S Case No.

197/2014,  u/s 147/294/341/325/384/34 IPC and endorsed ASI  M. Sk

to investigate the case. During the course of investigation the I.O

visited  the  place  of  occurrence,  recorded  the  statement  of  the

witnesses,  collected the medical  report  and arrested the accused

persons. As the offences are bailable in nature, the accused persons

were  released on  bail.   After  completion  of  investigation  the  I.O

submitted the charge sheet against the accused u/s 143/341/294

IPC and forwarded the case to the court for trial.

4. On receipt of summons the accused persons appeared before the

court. Copies of relevant documents were furnished to the accused

persons  under  section  207  of  Cr.  P.C.  After  hearing  the  learned

counsel  for  both  the  sides  and  on  finding  sufficient  materials  to

presume  that  the  accused  persons  have  committed  offence

punishable under section 341/294/34 IPC, the particular of offences

punishable under the said sections were read over and explained to

the accused  persons to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed

to be tried.

5. In this case the prosecution examined one witness. As there is no

incriminating  evidence  against  the  accused  persons,  their

examination u/s 313 Cr.PC were dispensed with. Defence side did

not examine any witness. Heard the argument put forwarded by the

learned Counsel  for  both  the  sides  as  well  as  gone  through  the

evidence available on record.

6.  Points for determination:-

i) Whether the accused persons on on 15/09/2013 at about 7.00

AM  at  Chirakuti  Part  IV  wrongfully  restrained the  informant  in

furtherance of  their  common intention  and thereby committed
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the offence punishable u/s 341/34 IPC?

ii)  Whether  the  accused persons  on  the  same date  time  and

place  uttered  filthy  language  towards  the  informant  in

furtherance of  their  common intention and thereby committed

the offence punishable u/s 294/34 IPC?

Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:-

7. I have gone through the evidence on record and heard the learned

counsels of both sides and I shall now discuss and decide the points

formulated.  

 EVIDENCES

8. In this case informant Abdul  Mannan was examined as PW-1.  He

deposed  that  he  is  the  informant  in  this  case.  He  said  that  the

accused persons are known to him. They are his relatives. He said

that about five years ago they had some altercation pertaining to

mortgage of property and out of anger and misundertanding he fled

the case. He said that later matter was amicably settled. Hence, he

does not want to proceed with the case. His crosse examination was

declined by the defence side. 

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE

9. Point No. 1 

                 To constitute an offence u/s 341 IPC the prosecution has

to establish that on the date of occurrence the accused persons had

wrongfully restrained the victim from proceeding in any direction in

which he/she had the right to proceed. 

               Now in this case in hand the FIR shows that the victim was

restrained in in the way to Adhir Ch. Ray. But in this case there is

absolutely  no  evidence  to  show  that  the  accused  persons  had

restrained the victims from proceeding in any direction in which the

victim has the right to proceed. Hence, I am of the opinion that the

ingredients  u/s 341 IPC is not attracted in this case.  

10. Point No. 2. 

        To constitute an offence u/s 294 IPC the prosecution has to

establish  that  the  accused  uttered  filthy  language  towards  the

victim.
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       During argument learned counsel for the accused submitted

that to attract section 294 IPC the prosecution must bring on the

record the very word which is alleged to be obscene.  It is fact that

unless the word alleged to be obscene is brought on record it is not

possible  to  decide  whether  the  very  word  is  obscene  or  not

according to section 294 IPC.  

        From  the  evidence  of  PWs  it  appears  to  me  that  the

prosecution failed to bring on record the word which is alleged to be

obscene. In absence of the very word it cannot be held the accused

guilty for uttering the obscene word. 

          Hence I opined that the accused is not guilty of offence under

section 294 IPC. 

11.From the above discussion I come to the safe conclusion that the

prosecution has failed to bring home the charge against the accused

persons under the said sections.  Hence, the accused persons are

acquitted and set at liberty forthwith.  

12.The bail bonds of the accused persons are extended for a period of

six months as per section 437-A Cr.PC.

13. Given under my hand & seal of this Court and delivered in the open

Court on this 6th day of  May, 2019 at Dhubri

 (SANGITA HALOI)
                      Judicial Magistrate First Class

Dhubri
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                               APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

 P.W-1 Abdul Mannan ( Informant) 

COURT WITNESSES :

NIl

DEFENCE WITNESSES :

Nil

EXHIBITED DOCUMENTS:

Nil

                (SANGITA HALOI)
                      Judicial Magistrate First Class,  

   Dhubri


